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About This Game

EARLY ACCESS WARNING

CUBEZ IS IN EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO ACTIVELY
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT. CUBEZ IS IN A HIGHLY ACTIVE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT SO VARIOUS THINGS
WILL BREAK AND BE FIXED PROMPTLY FROM TIME TO TIME. WE'RE VERY OPEN ABOUT DEVELOPMENT,

SO PLEASE CHECK OUR SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS AND LEAVE COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS TO HELP SQUASH
BUGS. ALL FEATURES LISTED ON THIS PAGE ARE IN THE GAME CURRENTLY AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR

PLAY.
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About CubeZ

Get ready for some full multiplayer destroy the brain to kill goodness with fully destructible characters, destructible gear, gear
that effects play style, full character customization, weapon customization, and weapon mods that change the way your gun

handles. CubeZ in Early Access is all about action gameplay and arena styled combat and various game modes.

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag

Features
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Full Dynamic Player Destruction, Watch Parts Fall Off as You Shoot!

Character Gear Customization

Character Loadout Customization

Weapon Customization

2 Action Packed Game Modes

In Game Chat

6 Arena Style Maps

Over 50 Gear Items

Configurable Matches, Play with 2-16 Players
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Title: CubeZ
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imaekgames [Imaek Limited]
Publisher:
Indie Developer
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2 64-bit

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 640 GTS

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Tested on lower devices than this - Laptops with INTEGRATED GRAPHICS will most likely not run the
game.

English
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Such a short game. Got all 5 endings in 40 minutes. Even read everything. Aside from that and the frequent typos, I felt it was a
good way to wrap up the series. Also, I guess you don't get any achievements for anything, although there are 4 of them? Oh,
well. Overall, I'm pretty satisfied.. Don't expect some cool retro experience. What you get is a game that basically doesn't belong
on modern systems, no on Steam, really.. The most bare-bones shmup I've played in my life. Just your pixellated plane on a
static background against endless waves of kamikaze planes and the occasional firing "special" one. Then after every 100 points
a "boss" battle that leads to a change in the static background.
It is what it is, nothing special, no gimmicks, no astonishing visuals... and it's all the better for it.. 8/10

A very well done game that combines point-and-click, RPG and horror elements.

You wake up in a cabin having no memory of how you got there. Using point-and-click mechanics, you have to find your way
out, when the story then starts to progress. Combat is simple enough - get the right timing on attacks to land more damage on
each, using potions to recover health when needed, and later on special attacks are available. In town, you can buy new armor,
weapons, potions and protective tattoos. Puzzles are simple enough in the sense that you don't really need to look for help online
and the game has some pretty scary moments that are actually well done, rather than just throwing random jumpscares at the
player.

The story is okay - nothing special, the ending is a bit silly - and the only actual downsides it has is that the Defend command
isn't useful at all and the game includes a bit of grinding that isn't really needed and just feels like a cheap way to extend
gameplay time (though it isn't really too much of a problem - it's just a bit boring having to hunt/fish for money, but it's at least
quick enough that you don't have to do it for hours, usually a few minutes will net you what you need).

Highly recommended, with potential for a sequel, hopefully with a more intriguing story, more horror, more RPG mechanics
and more exploration & puzzles.. This game is really fun to play and easy to hide in the background if doing other stuff online.
The only thing I don't like is the PvP system, but then I've never really been a fan of PvP in general in games. The background
stories behind each mission & events add that little extra detail that makes the game fun & worth playing if the promise of full
character customizing didn't already grab you're attention.. Give me a soundtrack. where is it.. It is gost DLC??. Reverse tower
defense? What? That's exactly it! In Fat Chicken, instead of warding off a throng of enemies, you want to fatten up livestock
and welcome them into your slaughterhouse as bloated and fat as possible! The concept may sound disturbing, but it's so silly
and exaggerated that you can't help but chuckle. As a matter of fact it was the sheer level of ridiculous that drew me in! The
graphics are pleasant and hilarious (gotta say, my first exploding cow absolutely floored me!) There's a wide variety of
challenging and different levels, and you can choose your upgrades as you earn enough stars to buy them. I love being able to re-
spec my tower upgrades depending on the level. I love that the 3-star challenge changes from level to level, adding a challenging
element and making you think! I've gotten hours and hours of fun out of this game! Good work guys!
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Super fun! Markets need a bit of work but the production side of the game is detailed and expansive.. Very fun but meant to be
played co op.. So i dedicated some more time into getting to know the game again since its update.
For all backers there is access to the closed beta testing which lets you see the new features and test things out.
I believe the game has some potential and is more than worth its price.
The devs are active and it has its own discord.. This game is a classic. When my wife starts playing this I have to beg her for my
computer back. It's fun, challenging, and addicting. Great game to kill time when you don't have enough of it to play a real
game.. A fantastic old-school RTS with an innovative research system. At the time of writing this review, there are only 4
campaign missions available, but it's all really great. I can't wait to find out where the story is going. The music and sound
effects also blew my mind and to me, these are easily the highlights!. Hard game but I like the challenge. Fast, fun, & highly
addictive. Definitely worth picking up.
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